RF Design Book

This would make a great Christmas gift for the ham who experiments with RF circuits. The book, entitled Radio Frequency Transistors: Principles & Applications, is not one of those books that simply provides pages of data sheets with cookbook circuits. This book will actually help you to understand how various active components work and how to design circuits for the exact application you need.

The book discusses selection of solid-state devices for specific applications, bipolar devices vs field effect transistors, general RF power design practices, test and measurement principles, and thermal aspects of RF designs. Also shown are application design examples for: amplifiers, oscillators, switches, pulsed power, power MOSFETs, and even wiring considerations with RF.

The book isn't exactly cheap, but if you want a good tutorial on RF design, it's worth its $49.95 price (plus $3.50 shipping). To order, contact Butterworths, 80 Montvale Avenue, Stoneham, MA 02180, or call 800 336-2665.

Correction

Mike Gruber, WA1SVF, notes that his September 1992 QEX article, “Synchronous Detection of AM Signals,” didn’t make sufficiently clear that the circuit of Fig 7 was designed by Steve Johnston, WD8DAS. QEX regrets this error.
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Whether you’re an experienced packeteer or a newcomer wanting to explore packet for the first time, this is what you’ve been waiting for! Thanks to a breakthrough in digital signal processing, we have developed a tiny, full-featured, packet modem at an unprecedented low price. The BayPac Model BP-1 transforms your PC compatible computer into a sophisticated Packet TNC. Now is the time for you to join the PACKET REVOLUTION!
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200 Meters & Down by Clinton B. DeSoto. Chronicles the exciting evolution of Amateur Radio from the pioneers who perfected the "wireless art" up through the technical advancements of the mid-1930's. Tells first-hand how the ARRL came about and how the League saved Amateur Radio from certain oblivion during the early years. Copyright 1936 (reprinted in 1981). 184 pages $8.00.

Available from: ARRL, 225 Main St.
Newington, CT 06111
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